EVERY BUSINESS
OWNER'S MUST-DO:
UNCOVER YOUR WHY
Why Storytelling Matters in Business

GEAR UP:
THIS GUIDE IS JAMPACKED FULL OF
ENCOURAGEMENT!
Starting with Your WHAT
- Reporter's Questions How Your WHAT Relates to Your WHO
- The WHAT Drives the WHO -

Your WHO + Your WHAT = One Half
- The Other Half = Your HOW -

Your WHO + Your WHAT + Your HOW = Your WHY
- And Your WHY Matters, Girl! -

Let's Get Started, Friend!

Hi! I'm Sara. I’m one of those
girls who wanted to be a
writer as soon as I could read
picture books as a little lady.
For the past ten years, I've
been putting words to my
experiences as a means of
CONNECTING with others
and CATALOGING my life. I've
amassed a giant Rolodex of
memories and meditations
that exist as proof that I'm
living out my truth.
I'm cheering on business
owners like YOU to do the
same, because I believe that
if YOUR business isn't brave
and uniquely YOU, you won't
be able to effectively serve and sell - to your people.
That's MY why - to infuse
YOUR business with YOUR
stories, to increase your profit
margins and boost your
confidence that YOUR
business is exactly that:
YOURS.

Let's Uncover
Your WHY...
together.

The first step in writing must always
be identifying your purpose for
writing. In research-based writing,
this is often called recognizing the
rhetorical situation: the reasoning,
context, and circumstances in which
you are writing.
In my nearly eight years as a writing
educator, I'd simplify this question
more for my own students by asking:

WHAT'S
YOUR
WHY?

IN OTHER WORDS...

What are you hoping
for someone to
know or come to know
as a result of reading
your work?
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To truly uncover your unique
WHY, we must start with
your WHAT.
The WHAT can be as simple as a moment of
eye contact with your boisterous child in
church that led you to create busy bags to
occupy kiddos during worship, or a stolen
taste of your grandmother's famous apple
pie that you later used as the basis for the
most delicious fruit tea.
The WHAT is the good, the service, the idea
that just won't quit you. It's the reason you
launched YOUR business in the first place.

the WHAT demands to be heard.
IT'S relentless in its pursuit to be SHARED - TO BE Sold.

Reporter's Questions You Must Ask

WHO do you want to serve in
your business?
WHAT stories and experiences
brought your business into
existence?
WHERE will you share these
stories and experiences with
your people - your customers?

Reporter's Questions You Must Ask

WHEN will your clients catch a
glimpse of the stories behind
your business?
HOW will you know which of your
true, authentic stories are
relatable to YOUR clients and
serve the heart of YOUR business?

When I was studying journalism in
college, one of the first lessons I
learned when writing for my
undergraduate newspaper was the
value of the reporter's questions.
Without knowing the WHO, WHAT,
WHERE, WHEN, WHY and HOW, it's
nearly impossible to report or relay
any information of value.
I feel the same way when writing for
my business. If I don't know WHO
I'm writing for - whether it's myself,
my children, or clients like you, who
is courageously chasing the OWN in
business OWNer- I can't possibly
expect my writing to feel coherent or
purposeful.
But to me, the WHO is foggy and
unclear if I don't know the WHAT.

The WHAT drives the WHO.

Reporters ask
questions.
Business
owners
should,
too.

WHAT'S
YOUR
WHY?

WHAT'S
YOUR
WHY?
Your WHY
should be
enough to get
you out of
bed!

A typical copywriting session for me
looks like this:
1. My heart feels something, my
mind is tipped off by a phrase or an
image I see or hear or experience,
and I jot down a note. Right then, I
jot down a note - wherever I am, I try
to capture that idea for that client.
It also looks like this:
2. My alarm goes off at 5:15AM, and I
begrudgingly haul myself out of
bed, brew a cup of coffee (extra
creamer, please), settle in with my
laptop and my Golden Doodle,
Nellie, and I think about YOU and
YOUR business.
I wait for the words to come.
Wait for the words to come.

THERE THEY ARE.
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Your WHY will wake you up
+ keep you up. But how do
you live out your WHY? How
do you translate your WHY

into the words that tell the
story of your business?

you Begin with what you know:
Your Who + Your WHat.
but, #realtalk: your whO + your whAT
are only half of the equation.
you need more.

Of the many career paths that I saw
for myself, one in particular was
inspired by my (embarrassing) love
for crime television.
I wanted to be the good girl fighting
the good fight as a lawyer. I'd rid the
world of radical and dangerous
criminals, walk around in designer
pant-suits and sky-high heels, get
manicures every week, and (of
course) slay all legal dragons with my
brilliant mind.
While my dreams at night still tease
me about what a fierce lawyer I could
have been, I did retain one pivotal
lesson from my obsessive viewing of
Dateline, one that detectives and
prosecutors and law clerks work so
hard to uncover when it comes to
investigating crime: MOTIVE.

WHO
+
WHAT
=
WHY

What's funny: as a writing educator
and copywriter extraordinaire, I
never would have bet that I'd spend
time investigating motive, too.
My clients - YOU! - are the WHO.
Your days as a business owner
could involve products and
storefronts, online courses and
Facebook groups, client sessions
and image galleries, and everything
- or nothing - in between.
But the WHAT that I'm trying to
capture in words for each of my
clients? It's the same for all, yet it's
unique for each: it's YOUR stories the stories that make YOUR
business YOURS, that make it come
alive and feel different to YOUR
clients than every other fill-in-theblank-here.

that's why storytelling is a
vital part of your business.
it impacts your ability to
serve your people, the
clients who find pieces of
themselves in you and
choose to invest in you.
Your WHY of
doing business is
serving YOUR
people. To do
that, you need to
tell YOUR
stories.

Now, Let's Uncover Your HOW.
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The HOW of telling your stories
will vary for every business
owner. But what's important is
recognizing two things: 1) your
HOW doesn't matter, but 2) your
WHY does.

whether you're a closet poet who adds sales-y
haikus to your email newsletter or a compositionclass dropout who serves your people in simple
sentence fragments, hear me on this:

regardless of your how,
your why must be heard.
your business depends upon it.

Your future clients are ready
for your WHY. Now YOU are, too.

You're ready to share YOUR
unique stories that will bring
your business to life, and I'm
here to cheer you on and equip
you with strategies that work!
Looking to outsource this task to
the pros and hedge your bets on
greater business success? I'm
your girl. Contact me to discuss
working together! I can't wait to
help you share YOUR stories.

